COPASAH – Europe
Community of Practitioners on Accountability and Social Action in Health
What is COPASAH

• Community where practitioners who share an interest and passion for the field of community work for accountability in health interact regularly
The Network enable us to:

- Engage in exchanging experiences and lessons;
- Sharing resources, capacities and methods;
- Produce and disseminate conceptual, methodological and practical outputs towards strengthening the field of accountability in health;
- Conduct networking and capacity building among member organizations;
- Conduct joint advocacy.
Global COPASAH

• COPASAH Europe is a Regional Network from the Global COPASAH which unites practitioners on accountability and community work on right to health from Europe, Asia, Africa and Latin America
Who can join

• Any Civil society organization or individual that is working or is willing to work on accountability for achievement the right to health, especially for vulnerable and marginalized communities

• Find more and join on: https://copasaheurope.org/

• If you want to know more about Global COPASAH - https://www.copasah.net/